
DAR 120 - Illustrator Exercise 2

Objectives
• Review how to use the rectangle, ellipse, polygon and star tools
• Review how to render shapes and strokes in color
• Review how to select, copy, paste and delete objects
• Review basic text functions
• Review the “undo” and “save” commands and keyboard shortcuts:

Command + Z (Undo) and Command + S (Save)

• Learn how to use the line tool
• Learn how to use Object/Arrange
• Learn how to use rulers and guides for placement
• Learn how to use text blocks
• Learn how to use Spell Check
• Learn how to group objects
• Learn how to use Align and Distribute functions
• Learn how to lock an object or group of objects
• Learn how to use the Drop Shadow Effect
• Optional: Learn how to use the Layers window

Assignment
You can proceed to duplicate the attached layout sample on your own or follow the steps below. Note that 
there are some specifics in the directions that need to be followed, such as sizes, positions, etc. so please 
read over whether you work your own way or not.

NOTE: Be sure to save your new document to the Google Drive.   Save as “YourName Annual Report”
    Then use Command + S to save every 15 minutes or so.

1. Create a new Illustrator document that is 8 1/2 x 11 and the units are “inches”.

2. TOP TEXT: Type “2016” “GLOBAL FRAGRANCE” “ANNUAL REPORT” as separate text.
Change the font to Georgia. Size the text so it looks similar to the sample. You may have to drag
to resize, so that it makes the text taller or shorter than the font’s normal shape. Add tracking to
“GLOBAL FRAGRANCE” to create more space between the letters. Finally, apply the light brown
and dark brown as shown in the layout.

3. TOP LOGO: Create the circles and the perfume bottle for the top logo using the appropriate
tools. Use the Align: Center Vertical and the Align: Center Horizontal buttons to make sure
everything is centered in the logo. (Hint - Align the two parts of the bottle using Align: Center
Horizontal first. Then group the two parts. Then align the circles and group them after aligning.
Finally, align the circles with the perfume bottle.)

4. Have you saved lately?   :>)

(continued)



5. Copy the perfume bottle and resize to the smaller version for the row under Annual Report.
Change the opacity so it is lighter. Then copy so you 7 total. (Hint: Option + Drag   is a
quick way to copy.) Use the Distribute: Distribute from Centers buttons to get them to be
evenly spaced in a line below text. Group the row. (If the Align tools are not showing, go
under Windows/Align.)

5. Copy the perfume bottle and resize for the larger one. Add the drop shadow. Create a “G” 
and a “F” and size and position like the layout sample. Add a drop shadow to the letters.

6. (Saving would be a good idea right now.)

7. Use the line tool to create an 8 point thick rule under the bottle.

8. Make a text block the width of the line. Using the same brown as the 8 pt line, type the text 
at the bottom. Spell check.

9. Make a rectangle that is 7 1/2 x 10 inches with .25 radius rounded corners. Fill with no 
color and give it a black 3 pt stroke. Position so that it is one half inch from all sides.

10. Finalize your layout, arranging the elements so they are where you want.

11. SAVE. Then drop a copy into Google Drive.



The Global Fragrance Company is proud to present the facts, figures and data for 2016. In an 
economy that is still in a recovery mode, we are sure you’ll find the results match or exceed 
all other competitive companies in this field. Although we are pleased, rest assured, we will 
continue to improve as our forecasts and predictions in this report will indicate.
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DAR 120 - Illustrator Project 2
Discovery Series Logo and Star Party Flyer

Objectives
• Review how to use the rectangle, ellipse, polygon and star tools
• Review how to render shapes and strokes in color
• Review how to select, copy, paste and delete objects
• Review basic text functions
• Review the “undo” and “save” commands and keyboard shortcuts:

Command + Z (Undo) and Command + S (Save)

• Practice the line tool
• Practice Object/Arrange
• Practice rulers and guides for placement
• Practice text blocks
• Practice Spell Check
• Practice grouping objects
• Practice Align and Distribute functions
• Practice locking an object or group of objects
• Practice the Drop Shadow Effect
• Optional: Practice the Layers window

Project Part 1

The Greenfield Zoo has a summer “Discovery Series” of programs. Design a logo for the Discovery 
Series. Save as “YourName DiscoveryLogo” - The logo must have the following:

• several shapes centered within each other (use the align tools)
• a variety of strokes and fills (use at least 3 colors in the logo)
• text centered above or below the logo shape (use the align tools)
• a drop shadow
• Save your file in Google Drive.

Here is an example of a logo, but design your own.

Discovery Series
(continued)



Project Part 2

One of the “Discovery Series” of programs is a star gazing party. Design a flyer for this event. 
Make sure your project meets the following criteria.

1. Create a new Illustrator document that is 8 1/2 x 11 and the units are “inches”.

2. Save as “YourName StarParty”
Then use Command + S to save every 15 minutes or so.

3. Using rectangles, circles, ellipses, polygons, and stars, make one or more graphics for the
flyer, such as stars, moons, telescopes, etc. - anything that applies to the star party event.

4. The logo you created for the Discovery Series should also appear on the flyer. Keep in mind
that a logo IS NOT a headline. Logos are small identifiers on posters and flyers.

5. The following text must appear on the flyer, but you can arrange it, group it, separate it, size
it, and design it (fonts and colors) any way you like.

TEXT

HEADLINE: Greenfield Zoo Star Party

PARAGRAPH TEXT:  The nocturnal animal exhibit will also be open. Glow in the dark 
crafts and star themed snacks will be available in the Discovery Zone. 
Telescopes will be set up and local astronomers will be on hand to point 
out various constellations. Bring the kids and make a wish! 

INFO TEXT: 7 pm - 10 pm, Saturdays in July

DESIGN HINTS

• Create a single focal point in the overall flyer. Don’t have everything the same size, or visual
weight.

• Group things so that they are not scattered all over the page. Groups create strong visual areas.

• Choose fonts that are easy to read. Don’t make the text a color that is difficult to focus on.
Don’t put strokes on small text.

Save your file in Google Drive. 


